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Annex “G” 

 

NET FINANCIAL CONTRACTING CAPACITY (NFCC) FORM 

 

A. Summary of the Applicant Supplier’s/Distributor’s/Manufacturer’s assets and liabilities on 

the basis of the attached income tax return and audited financial statement, stamped 

“RECEIVED” by the Bureau of Internal Revenue or its duly accredited and authorized 

institution, for the preceding calendar/tax year which should not be earlier than two (2) years 

from the date of submission.1  

 

 

B. The Net Financial Contracting Capacity (NFCC) based on the above data is computed as 

follows: 

 

In case of a bid involving two or more lots, the bidder shall indicate in the NFCC from the lots bid 

for, in their order of priorities or preferences.  

 

The first lot in the order shall follow the following formula: 

 

NFCC = [(current assets minus current liabilities) x (15)] - [value of all outstanding or 

uncompleted portions of the projects under going contracts, including awarded contracts 

yet to be started.] 

 

For subsequent lots, the formula shall be as follows: 

 

NFCC = [(current assets minus current liabilities) x (15)] - [value of all outstanding or 

uncompleted portions of the projects under going contracts, including awarded contracts 

yet to be started + value of the prior lot or lots bid for] 

 

 

 

                                                 
1In case of a joint venture, the NFCC shall be computed based on the Audited Financial Statement of the local lead 

partner, unless it is shown by clear proof that the other partners to the joint venture have infused capital investment 

to support the operation of the local lead partner to ensure compliance with the obligations under the contracts in 

this projection which case the NFCC of the foreign joint venture or the minority partner of the joint venture shall be 

computed. 

Year 20__ 

1.  Current Assets  

2. Current Liabilities  

3. Total Net Worth  

4.  Total Value of outstanding or ongoing Projects  
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C. The following are the packages / lots / items that we are bidding for, stated in the order of 

preference.2 

 

1st: 

Package/Lot/Item Description ABC NFCC Formula NFCC 

   [(current assets - 

current liabilities) x 

(15)] - [value of all 

outstanding or 

uncompleted portions 

of the projects under 

going contracts, 

including awarded 

contracts yet to be 

started] 

 

 

 

 

2nd: 

Package/Lot/Item Description ABC NFCC Formula NFCC 

   [(current assets - 

current liabilities) x 

(15)] - [value of all 

outstanding or 

uncompleted portions 

of the projects under 

going contracts, 

including awarded 

contracts yet to be 

started + ABC of 1st 

and 2nd 

Package/Lot/Item bid 

for] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
2 The bidder may add tables as may show the different lots bid for and their corresponding NFCC. 
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3rd: 

Package/Lot/Item Description ABC NFCC Formula NFCC 

   [(current assets - 

current liabilities) x 

(15)] - [value of all 

outstanding or 

uncompleted portions 

of the projects under 

going contracts, 

including awarded 

contracts yet to be 

started + ABC of 1st, 

2nd and 3rd 

Package/Lot/Item bid 

for] 

 

 

 

 

4th: 

Package/Lot/Item Description ABC NFCC Formula NFCC 

   [(current assets - 

current liabilities) x 

(15)] - [value of all 

outstanding or 

uncompleted portions 

of the projects under 

going contracts, 

including awarded 

contracts yet to be 

started + ABC of 1st, 

2nd, 3rd and 4th 

Package/Lot/Item bid 

for] 
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5th 

Package/Lot/Item Description ABC NFCC Formula NFCC 

   [(current assets - 

current liabilities) x 

(15)] - [value of all 

outstanding or 

uncompleted portions 

of the projects under 

going contracts, 

including awarded 

contracts yet to be 

started + ABC of 1st, 

2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th 

Package/Lot/Item bid 

for] 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 This is to certify that the aforementioned NFCC computation is sufficient for all the 

packages / lots / items being bid for: 

 

 

 

Submitted by:  

 

____________________________________ 

Name of Supplier /Distributor/ Manufacturer 

 

 

____________________________________ 

Name of Authorized Representative 

 

 


